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SONOMA STATE UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER

MUSIC BY: Brian S. Wilson • WORDS BY: Brantley Bryant

Our challenges we have faced and love kept us strong
So Now We're

no - ma we ce le brate how far we all have come
Sea-wolves we ce le brate the hard work that we've done
here now to ce le brate the ho nors we have won

Though we live in diff'rent ways We're

here to gether on this bright day We'll

thank you So no ma State and we're now proud that we played this new start

hold on to all your les - sons like trea - sure with - in our heart.
like can - dles with - in our heart.
like sun - shine with - in our heart.
Dear Class of 2024:

Please accept my warmest and most heartfelt congratulations on achieving a truly momentous goal in your life. Just a few short years ago, you set your sights on earning a degree. Now, that goal is a reality. I hope you feel a well-earned sense of pride.

Even as numerous forces upended our world, you held firmly onto your dreams and persisted in your studies through challenges none of us could have foreseen or imagined. By necessity, you have developed and honed attributes that will benefit you for a lifetime. Your resilience and adaptability will become career strengths. Your creativity and resourcefulness will define you. Your courage and determination are, in my eyes, already legendary.

Moving forward, you will face new opportunities with the potential for great success. I am sure that you will excel because you have the knowledge, skills and connections gained through your California State University education.

Your personal and educational transformation was aided by faculty, who trained you to look at the world with a critical eye and an open mind. Their efforts were supported by the work of your counselors, advisors, librarians, tutors and coaches who created an encouraging environment for you to succeed. All the while, your family, friends, colleagues and loved ones kept you motivated and saw you through your academic journey.

Your accomplishment today fills all of them – all of us – with pride.

You are now part of a network of over 4 million CSU alumni who are powering the social and economic prosperity of our state – and far beyond. You join fellow alumni who are solving our greatest challenges, educating the next generation, fighting for equality, and creating new opportunities for economic prosperity.

I encourage you to stay connected to the CSU. Use these connections – both to your university and to other CSU alumni – to expand your opportunities and make a meaningful impact on your community and the world. I also encourage you to support the generations who endeavor to follow in your footsteps.

The word we use to commemorate an earned university degree is “commencement.” This is, of course, deliberate. Today is not an end, but rather a beginning. And as you continue on your life’s journey, may your hard work and sacrifices pay dividends far beyond today’s celebration, both in your life and in the lives of those around you.

Congratulations, California State University Class of 2024! I look forward to all that you will accomplish.

Felicidades!

Warmly,

Mildred García, Ed.D.
Chancellor
HONORARY DOCTORATE

GREG SARRIS
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters

Dr. Greg Sarris, chairman of the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria, was the Endowed Chair in Native American Studies at Sonoma State for 18 years, until 2022, and in 2023 was named Distinguished Chair Emeritus. Under his leadership, the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria has provided Sonoma State University nearly $8 million. This significant support has renovated the learning center at SSU’s Fairfield Osborn Preserve, located on the tribe’s native homeland; funded the annual Summer Bridge program; endowed a professorship in Native American Studies; and brought an important collection of art by Joan Baez to the university. Sarris also served as a board member for the Green Music Center.

Sarris was born and raised in Santa Rosa, graduating from Santa Rosa High School. He attended Santa Rosa Junior College, then transferred to UCLA, where he graduated with his bachelor’s degree in English. He went on to receive his master’s and Ph.D. degrees from Stanford University. He was a full professor of English at UCLA from 1989 to 2001, then became the Fletcher Jones Professor of Creative Writing and Literature at Loyola Marymount University from 2001 to 2005.

An accomplished scholar, Sarris has published many notable books, is a playwright and screenwriter, had one of his books – “Grand Avenue” – adapted for an HBO film, and has won several awards, including a Hugo Award for the documentary “American Passages.” Working with the Sundance Institute, he has helped develop a summer writing lab for American Indians interested in film writing. Sarris’ new book “The Forgetters,” is due out this spring.
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LARRY BRACKETT

Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters

Larry Brackett is well-known throughout the North Bay as the owner of Frank Howard Allen Realtors, one of the largest real estate firms in the region, which he and his wife, Brennie, purchased in 1989 and sold in 2013. But real estate was not always his vocation.

A fourth-generation San Franciscan and a 1958 graduate of UC Berkeley, Brackett was an investment counselor for more than a decade before returning to school to get his teaching credential, which he received at Sonoma State University in 1972. After a decade of teaching, he and his wife tried their hands at real estate.

He has been a visionary through his support of the Santa Rosa Symphony, the Green Music Center at Sonoma State University, 10,000 Degrees, local health clinics, and many other organizations. He has invested in economic data and research efforts in the North Bay and beyond, and is sought out by business, education, and nonprofit leaders for trusted advice and input about their organizations and operations.
Sonoma State University is one of the 23 campuses of the California State University and enrolls 5,800 students. It ranks nationally in the top tier of Western public liberal arts colleges and has been named as one of the most beautiful campuses in the country.

SSU provides students with a balanced program of liberal arts and sciences and career preparation with selected professional programs in business, nursing and engineering science. Sonoma State has established itself as an educational and cultural resource for residents in the surrounding communities.

The University first opened to 250 students in 1961 as Sonoma State College in leased buildings in Rohnert Park. The move to its permanent 269-acre site took place in 1966 upon completion of Stevenson and Darwin halls.

In 1969, the academic master plan underwent a major revision. The new “cluster school” concept, coupled with a heightened appreciation for the rural environment, influenced the physical master plan. First to exemplify this new plan was Zinfandel Village, the residential facility that opened in 1972. Since then five additional villages have rounded out campus housing. In 1975 a classroom building, Nichols Hall, was built and named in honor of Sonoma’s founding president Ambrose R. Nichols.

The Student Union was built in 1976 and faced the central quad. It is now International Hall and houses international and study abroad programs.

The Art Building, a child care center and a computer center opened in 1977.

In 1978, university status was officially extended to Sonoma State. The community provided funds for the construction of a pool in 1982. Construction of the 475-seat Evert B. Person Theatre was completed in 1989. In June 2000, the Jean and Charles Schulz Information Center was completed to accommodate the expanded needs of the library and computing services as well as new information technologies.

The year 2005 brought a student-funded recreation center and the renovation of Darwin Hall, the science building, providing new laboratories and classrooms to support the needs of a 21st-century science curriculum. The Student Center, across from the Campus Recreation Center, opened in 2013 and has become the focal point for events, dining, and student services.

With the opening of Tuscany Village, the last residential village, the University has a student-housed community of 3,100. Additionally, the Donald and Maureen Green Music Center and its acoustically impressive Joan and Sanford I. Weill Hall and Schroeder Hall bring artists from around the globe to entertain audiences and educate and enlighten students.
Participation in today’s Commencement activities links the graduate with ancient scholastic tradition. It is the students’ time to be recognized officially, by public proclamation, that they have achieved rank with the company of scholars that has framed civilization over the centuries and throughout the world.

Commencement rituals originated in Europe in the Middle Ages when the church was the center of learning. The earliest colleges assumed some of the customs and styles of monasteries. For example, the scholar’s gown is an adaptation of the robe of the friar or priest, the hood is from the monk’s cowl, and the mortarboard cap came from the skullcap. Early American colleges followed many of these customs, some of which continue today as traditions in America.

THE MACE
Symbolic since the Middle Ages of the community of scholars, the mace is carried in academic processions at colleges and universities. At Sonoma State, that honor is given to the Chair of the Faculty.

ACADEMIC REGALIA
The gown is distinctive for each of the three degree levels. The bachelor’s gown is a yoked, closed-front garment with long, pointed sleeves. The master’s gown can be worn open or closed and has long, oblong sleeves, usually closed but slit below the shoulders. The doctoral gown is distinguished by full, bell-shaped sleeves crossed with three velvet bars and by velvet panels from neck to ankle; it is generally black.

The mortarboard cap, in black, is the most accepted style of headdress in colleges and universities throughout the United States. The tassel, fastened to the center of the cap, indicates whether the degree has been conferred. If the wearer has graduated, the tassel is worn on the left; if not, it is worn on the right. The tassel on the doctoral cap may be of gold thread.

The hood, draped over the wearer’s shoulders and down the back, indicates the highest degree earned. The bachelor’s hood is seldom used. The doctoral hood differs from the bachelor’s and master’s in that it is longer and has flat, wide panels on either side. The color and design of the silk lining of the hood indicate the college or university conferring the degree. The hood worn by SSU master’s degree candidates is lined in dark blue and light blue, the Sonoma State University colors. The master’s hood is trimmed in gold velvet for the master of science and white velvet for the master of arts. The color of the velvet border on the hood indicates the field of study in which a candidate has earned a degree. Among faculty, the most common degree is the doctor of philosophy, indicated by dark blue.

UNIVERSITY SEAL
The seal of the University appears on the mace and the medallion, and on diplomas and official documents. It is used on the cover of this Commencement program. The soaring dove symbolizes peace or freedom of the spirit; the flaming torch represents the flame of learning; and the tree suggests the beauty and strength of the redwood, which gives this region its name, the Redwood Empire. The Latin words “lux mentis lux orbis” mean “light of the mind, light of the world.”

UNIVERSITY/ACADEMIC SCHOOL BANNERS
The University’s heraldic banner, carried in the procession, displays the University’s colors: dark blue and light blue. The banners for the five academic schools incorporate colors representing each school’s disciplines and the colors traditionally used on the regalia hoods of the various disciplines.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>Fields of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream</td>
<td>American Multicultural Studies; Anthropology; Counseling; Criminology and Criminal Justice Studies; Cultural Resources Management; Environmental Studies; Environmental Studies, Geography, and Planning; Environmental Science, Geography, and Management; Geography and Environment; German Cultural Studies; Global Studies; Human Development; Political Science; Psychology; Public Administration; Sociology; Women's and Gender Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden</td>
<td>Biochemistry, Biology (B.S.), Chemistry (B.S.), Computer Science, Earth Science, Geology (B.S.), Mathematics (B.S.), Physical Science, Physics (B.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Early Childhood Studies, Education, Educational Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Electrical and Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage Green</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Art (Studio), Art History, Biology (B.A.), Chemistry (B.A.), Chicano and Latino Studies, Dance, English, French, History, Liberal Studies, Mathematics (B.A.), Physics (B.A.), Spanish, Theatre Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DIPLOMA PHOTOGRAPHS
Graduates’ names will be read during the presentation of diplomas. A photograph of each graduate will be taken by GradImages, the official Commencement photographer, as the diploma is presented. Graduates will receive an email proof of images within 48 hours of the ceremony.

EMERGENCIES
Emergency medical technicians and staff from the Student Health Center and Police Services are on duty to provide aid in the event of an emergency. They can be reached at 707-664-4444 or 911 from any phone. An ambulance is located at the south end of the Weill Lawn and Terrace. See map on page 64.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found items may be given to any usher or to the Coat Check located on the first floor of Weill Hall.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY GUESTS
Guests wishing to take photographs during the ceremonies are invited to do so. However, please do not block the view of others, take photos in aisles, or enter restricted areas.

RECESSIONAL
Audience members must remain at their seats until all graduates have left Weill Hall. At the conclusion of the recessional, graduates will be free to visit with family and friends.

RESTROOMS
Restrooms are located in Weill Hall and at the back of the Weill Lawn and Terrace. See map on page 64.

SMOKING
Sonoma State University is a smoke-free campus, including the parking lots. Use of tobacco and e-cigarette products as well as all forms of cannabis are prohibited.
ORDER OF CEREMONY

PROCESSIONAL

University Mace Bearer  Laura Krier M.L.I.S., Chair of the Faculty

University Banner Bearer  Daniel Soto, Ph.D. Geography, Environment, and Planning

University President  Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President

University Provost  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Dean  Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences

University Leadership  Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans

Leadership of School of Social Sciences  Faculty and Staff

Alumni Representative  Travis Saracco, 2012  Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

School Student Banner Bearer  Edinna Obaseki, B.S. Biology; B.A. Women’s and Gender Studies
PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Laura Krier M.L.I.S., Chair of the Faculty
Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences

Greeting  Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President

Student Addresses  Introduction of Ana by Cynthia Boaz, Ph.D. Political Science
Ana Lugo, B.A., Political Science (Undergraduate Speaker)
Introduction of Thai by David McCuan, Ph.D. Political Science
Thai Hilton, M.P.A., Political Science (Graduate Speaker)

Presentation of Candidates  Master’s and Bachelor’s Degrees
Troi Carleton, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Sciences

Hooding of Master’s Candidates  Michelle Jolly, Ph.D., History

Conferral of Degrees  Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Alumni Association Message  Travis Saracco, 2012
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
ORDER OF CEREMONY

PROCESSIONAL

University Mace Bearer  Laura Krier M.L.I.S., Chair of the Faculty

University Banner Bearer  Scott Miller, Ph.D., English
                        Fawn Canady, Ph.D., Curriculum Studies and Secondary Education

University President  Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President

University Provost  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Special Guest  Chairman Greg Sarris, 2024 Honorary Doctorate Recipient

Deans  Edward Beebout, M.S., Interim Dean, School of Arts and Humanities
        Laura Alamillo, Ph.D., Dean, School of Education

University Leadership  Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans

Leadership of

School of Arts and Humanities

School of Education

Alumni Representative  Holden Reyes, 2019

Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

School Student Banner Bearer  School of Arts and Humanities
                                Jennifer Dy Khaoone, B.A., Communication and Media Studies
                                School of Education
                                Nicole Jones, M.A., Education
PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Laura Krier M.L.I.S., Chair of the Faculty
Edward Beebout, M.S., Interim Dean, School of Arts and Humanities
Laura Alamillo, Ph.D., Dean, School of Education

Greeting
Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President

Conferral of Honorary Doctorate
Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President

Honorary Doctorate Address
Chairman Greg Sarris, 2024 Honorary Doctorate Recipient

Student Addresses
Kieleigh Calcagno, B.A., English and Liberal Studies (Hutchins)
Tanya Ruys-Balk, M.A., Education, Special Education concentration

Presentation of Candidates
Master’s and Bachelor’s Degrees, School of Arts and Humanities
Kim Hester Williams, Ph.D., English

Master’s and Bachelor’s Degrees and Credentials, School of Education
Ayumi Nagase, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Chair, Early Childhood Studies

Hooding of Master’s Candidates
School of Arts and Humanities
Chingling Wo, Ph.D., English
Parissa Tadrissi, Ph.D., Modern Languages and Literatures

School of Education
Sheri Schonleber, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Early Childhood Studies
Adam Zagelbaum, Ph.D., Professor, Counseling

Conferral of Degrees
Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Alumni Association Message
Holden Reyes, 2019
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS

SCHOOL OF
SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

ORDER OF CEREMONY

PROCESSIONAL

University Mace Bearer  Laura Krier M.L.I.S., Chair of the Faculty
University Banner Bearer  Sunil Tiwari, Mathematics
University President  Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President
University Provost  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Special Guest  Lawrence Brackett, 2024 Honorary Doctorate Recipient
Deans  Michael Visser, Ph.D., Interim Dean, School of Business and Economics
        Elisabeth Wade, Ph.D., Dean, School of Science and Technology
University Leadership  Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and School Deans
Leadership of
School of Business and Economics
School of Science and Technology  Faculty and Staff
Alumni Representative  Christina Gonzalez Gamboa, 2019, 2023
        Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors
School Student Banner Bearer  School of Business and Economics
        Haley Locke, B.A., Economics
        School of Science and Technology
        Jorge Romero, B.S., Electrical Engineering
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PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
Laura Krier M.L.I.S., Chair of the Faculty
Elisabeth Wade, Ph.D., Dean, School of Science and Technology

Greeting  Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President

Conferral of Honorary Doctorate  Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President
Lawrence Brackett, Honoree

Student Address  Introduction of Kermena by Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Kinesiology
Kermena Yousif, B.S., Kinesiology

Charge to Graduates  Michael Visser, Ph.D., Interim Dean, School of Business and Economics
Elisabeth Wade, Ph.D., Dean, School of Science and Technology

Presentation of Candidates  Master’s Degrees, School of Business and Economics
Natalie Williams-Munger, Ed.D., Director of Operations and Graduate Programs

Master’s Degrees, School of Science and Technology
Elisabeth Wade, Ph.D., Dean, School of Science and Technology

Bachelor’s Degrees, School of Business and Economics
Karen Thompson, Ph.D., Associate Dean and Professor of Management
Chong-Uk Kim, Ph.D., Economics

Bachelor’s Degrees, School of Science and Technology
Elisabeth Wade, Ph.D., Dean, School of Science and Technology

Hooding of Master’s Candidates  School of Business and Economics
Naga Damaraju, Ph.D., Business
Natalie Williams-Munger, Ed.D., Director of Operations and Graduate Programs

School of Science and Technology
Jordan Rose, DNP, Nursing
Mackenzie Zippay, Ph.D., Biology

Conferral of Degrees  Nathan Evans, Ph.D., Acting President
Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost

Alma Mater

Alumni Association Message  Christina Gonzalez Gamboa, 2019, 2023
Sonoma State University Alumni Association Board of Directors

Closing  Karen Moranski, Ph.D., Provost
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Students eligible to participate in the 2024 Commencement exercises are December 2023 graduates and May 2024 and August 2024 candidates for bachelor’s and master’s degrees. The list of graduates and candidates in this Commencement program is based on academic records at the time the program was completed and does not constitute an official listing. The appropriate diplomas will be issued to candidates who successfully complete all requirements.

HONORS

Δ **DISTINCTION** is awarded to undergraduate students who are judged by the faculty of their department to have made outstanding contributions to their department.

§ **CUM LAUDE**, which means “with praise,” is awarded to those students whose entire undergraduate record reflects a grade point average of 3.50 through 3.74.

§§ **MAGNA CUM LAUDE**, which means “with high praise,” is awarded to those students whose entire undergraduate record reflects a grade point average of 3.75 through 3.89.

§§§ **SUMMA CUM LAUDE**, which means “with highest praise,” is awarded to those students whose entire undergraduate record reflects a grade point average of 3.90 or higher.
SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND
HUMANITIES

AMERICAN MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
ART (STUDIO)
ART HISTORY
CHICANO AND LATINO STUDIES
CINEMATIC ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
DANCE
ENGLISH
FRENCH
LIBERAL STUDIES (HUTCHINS SCHOOL)
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
SPANISH
THEATRE ARTS
AMERICAN MULTICULTURAL STUDIES  
Bachelor of Arts  
Michael Alberto Bojorquez Echeverria ∆  
Sepideh Foroutanpour  
Sophia Elyce Gonzalez  
Destiny Careen Weeks  

ART (STUDIO)  
Bachelor of Arts  
Carina Jaden Badua §§  
Nevaeh Malei Clements  
Victoria Elena Estrella  
Yairelin Frias  
Brianna Gudrice  
Joie Johnson Goodnoe  
Grace Halliday  
Sydney Harris  
Yahaira Iniesta  
Sara Lokken §§  
Azelia Mazur §§  
Arie Clarice Mendez §§ ∆  
Catherine Ortiz §§  
Kathia Pech  
Lexie Elise Rosenquist § ∆  
Owen Jason Streyle  
Riley Skylar Volz ∆  
Andrew Ryan Woldemar  
Abby Shu Chin Wu §§  

ART (STUDIO)  
Bachelor of Fine Arts  
Sophia Ann Miller §§§  
Andrew William Olson  

ART HISTORY  
Bachelor of Arts  
Alexandria Elizabeth Bryant ∆  
Jaswant K. Chizer  
Natalie G. Dutton §  
Ashlee Jane Godtland §  
Annalyce Elaine-Austin Henderson  
Raiven Holy Reyna §§§ ∆  
Madeline Welsome  

CHICANO AND LATINO STUDIES  
Bachelor of Arts  
Kaishalee Baez  
Diana Garcia Bautista ∆  
Guadalupe Curiel  
Delfino Florian Palomino  
Isela Gaona Resendiz ∆  
Selida Gastelum  
Manuel Salvador Manzo  
Jamilec Estefania Olalde §

CINEMATIC ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY  
Bachelor of Arts  
Anna Sophia Eisert  
Stephen James Hopps  
Paige Julia Trotta §§

COMMUNICATION STUDIES  
Bachelor of Arts  
Jake Charles Alimam  
Celia Aline Lucienne Amaral ∆  
Lily Andersen  
Alexa Belen Barajas  
Jenna Marie Raven Beament § ∆  
Izabelle D. Becker  
Nicolette Maria Bolich §  
Macey Christine Borchert  
Carlos Andres Calito Garcia ∆  
Hailey Lynn Childress  
Nikolena Rose Coonen §§ ∆  
Marisa Ashley Dabanian  
Khanh Dao  
Veda Mackenzie Dean § ∆  
Mika Di Lello §§§ ∆  
Olivia Camille Doane  
Mackenzie Elizabeth Dreizler §§  
Holly Durfee §  
Jennifer Louise Bartlett  
Jennifer Dy Khaoone § ∆  
Shelby Larae King ∆  
Anna Sophia Eisert ∆  
Gwen Natalie Faeth  
Jaime J. Finch  
Lily Michele Folz ∆
Kieran Kate Friedman § ∆
Christian Giver
Sophia Frances Godfrey
Alexis Gonzalez ∆
Hannah Rose Gonzalez
Drew Louise Gross
Jack Henry Grote
Kaley Belle Gruener §§ ∆
Lucas S. Happy
Penelope Monet Hernandez
Stephen James Hopps
Alyssa Hutchinson ∆
Nancy Pauline Insua
Tanner Ivey
Aadil Ahmed Asif Jadwet
Tucker K. Jensen
Elias Kaplan § ∆
Olivia Marie Keeler § ∆
Grace Knighten §§§ ∆
Melanie Cecilia Kramer
Yanni Lowry
Jesse Louis Lynn
Isabella Rose Marrocco
Naomi Kiara Martinez
Mariela Martínez Lopez
Nathan J. Molina
Kathleen Christina Mootz
Yarelí Nathaly Moran-Arteaga
Daniel Murphy II
Brianna Murray
Richard Parra Jr.
Kylie Christine Perry
Bernardo Ramos Dominguez §
Alexander Thompson Randolph §
Jake Griffith Renteria ∆
Nicholas Anthony Rivas
Marie’Sa Simone Rumsey ∆
Liza Jane Schoen §§
Natalie Georgia Schofield §
Ryan Daniel Shea
Justin David Simpson
Grace Ann Skinner
Trevor Louis Smith
Sidney Stalie
Dennae Lee Taylor
Malia Teran
Jaymes Tischbern
Klarisa May F. Torres
Paige Julia Trotta §§
Evelyn Ruby Vanderville §§ ∆
Joshua Robert Walker
Saffron J. Walter §
Sacha Isaac Wedner
Nathaniel Otis White
Julia Marisol Zavala § ∆
Ellie Marie Zielsdorf § ∆
Oliver Andrew Keegan Ziemer §

**DANCE**
Bachelor of Arts

Jennifer Patricia Borges Ortiz ∆
Olivia Flora Keydeniers ∆
Jennifer Lynn Martuscelli §§ ∆
Sydney Paige Obergfell
Mikaili Nicole Thomas §

**ENGLISH**
Bachelor of Arts

Adam Amjadi § ∆
Kat Anderson
Roman Armenta
Chloe Avila
Sebastian Maurice Baghdassarian §
Veronica Ann Barrowcliff §
Denise Michelle Bevis § ∆
Matthew John Bivens-Sommerville § ∆
Courtney Nicole Meno Bowen §§ ∆
Jack Taylor Bradford §§ ∆
Sequoia Dawn Braham
Kieleigh Louise Calcagno §§§ ∆
Hana Sierra Casita
Mia Dalton § ∆
Leif Dinger ∆
Jada Reiona Dosty § ∆
Kaitlyne Rose Droubay
Austin Dunn ∆
Solecita Enciso Givhan
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Malia Rose Falk §
Alexandra P. Celeste Fry §
Trent William Glenn
Yuliza Aylin Gonzalez Rodriguez
Noelani Aiza Gutierrez ∆
Isabel Grace Hall §
Keiji Haruyama
Amber Herman §§ ∆
Karen M. Hernandez §
Maria Elisabeth Hernandez §§§ ∆
Damaris Hernandez Zarate ∆
Delaney Renee Hopp § ∆
Solstice Alessandria Kuhns Helm ∆
Cassidy Lowee Leedes § ∆
Hollis LeGate §§ ∆
Kitty Lyons §§
Naomi Brianna Martin
Alexis M. Martyn §
Graziella Genna Masse §§ ∆
Dominic Cortez Mata ∆
Zoe Weiss McCarthy §§ ∆
Emily Micco §§§ ∆
Roman Alexander O’Connor ∆
Elizabeth Orihuela § ∆
Dominique Marinda Owens ∆
Bianca Pacheco
Paul Pulcini
Ace Quiroz
Ashley Elizabeth Kay Ranger
Xavier Emanuel Ravella Del Cid
Nathan Pascal Rifkin §§ ∆
Mikaela Yazmine Rios-Canseco §§ ∆
Jacob C. Ross § ∆
Lorraine Catherine Sandoval §§§ ∆
Anna Elizabeth Shipp § ∆
Starlyla Charvel Simmons
Campbell R. Smith
Isabelle Rae Speer
Jacob Titus St.James
Hannah Frances Stanley §§§ ∆
Vivian Marie Stegura §
Jenna Elizabeth Taylor § ∆
Sabrina Rose Valentine § ∆
Rebecca Lee von Arx
Devin Keon Wallace ∆
Dylan T. Waugh
Brandon Wessels §

ENGLISH
Master of Arts
Barbara Therese Beatie ∆
Rebekah Cavallo ∆
Matthew Douglass ∆
Andrew James Hanks
Hayden Dana Kinney ∆
Stacey A. Sims ∆
Aishlyn Kathleen Webb

FRENCH
Bachelor of Arts
Nichole Marie Claire Freitas §
Mayana Solanne Jean Charles
Hector Morestin §

LIBERAL STUDIES (HUTCHINS SCHOOL)
Bachelor of Arts
Lauren Cassidy Allen §§§
Alyssa Amundson §§
Jessica Arjang ∆
Jayleen Arredondo
Ariel Rose Astabie § ∆
Mya Barajas
Maya Bhaskaran §§
Domenic Michael Bianco ∆
Erin Colleen Boyle §§§
Madelyn B. Brandt
Jaylin J. Brown §
Mackenzie Marie Brumm
Jasmine Esmeralda Buenas
Marley Elizabeth Calbreath § ∆
Kieleigh Louise Calcagno §§§ ∆
Elena Campos Ruiz §§§
Emily Coad §§§
Sterling Sky Craig ∆
Alexia Marie Da Silva §§
Gabriela Marie Davis
Kassandra De Anda Macias § ∆
Esmeralda Isabel De Leon
Jerolyn Clariz De Vera
Mariana Diaz
Kaylee Dillon §§§ ∆
Marie Anne Louise Dunlap §§
Deseri G. Eaton
Aleida Miranda Ecklund ∆
Paige Janine Eickmann
Abigail Elizarraraz §§§ ∆
Melina Elizabeth Emma §
Jasmine Eusebio Larios
Alexis Brianna Flores
Skyler J. Gabriel
Jordyn Donne Gemenes
Kathryn Marie Haidinyak §
Wesley Kenneth Hamilton § ∆
Ruby Leah Hammes
Sarah Louise Hankins §
Kallyn Samantha Xiya Hannah §§
Devon Wilson Harvey §§
Yesenia Abigail Herrera
Kastine Hiltman
Claire Alise Jacobs
Jessica Sheree Joerger
Kyle Keeney
D’Vonna Aleah Kiwovele ∆
Gabriel Kut §§
Jasmine Larsen
Maria Isabel Leon §§
Leah Valerie Levitt §§§
Audrey Ann Lucas §§§ ∆
Cali Lynch
Manuel Salvador Manzo
Hailee Noritta Mae Midgley §§§
Landyn Mills
Cassandra D. Murphy
Alene Nelken §§ ∆
Sydnie Paige Obergfell
Bridgette Good O’Connor §§
Lesty D. Olivarez-Jimenez
Margaret O. Pavey §§
Molly Elizabeth Oropallo

Marisa Ortiz
Emma Grace Parks §§§ ∆
Madisen Taylor Perez §§
Katherine Rae
Byron Wilber Ramos Castillo
Christopher M. Reale
Olivia Kathleen Rishwain §§§
Alexia Grace Rivera
Darius A. Robinson
Mayla Rose Romano ∆
Kylee Marie Samaripa §§
Maria Teresa Sanchez Flores
Sapna Kaur Sangha
Hattie Joanne Scott
Brooklyn Jolee Sebourn
Kaylyn Rose Strickland §§§
Anna Mae Tippett §§§
Daniel Barrett Voisine
Taylor Michel Wakefield §
Liv Genevieve Walker §§§
Emma Elizabeth Wentz §§§
Ava J. White §§§ ∆
Margaret Susan Wilson § ∆

MUSIC
Bachelor of Arts
Rachel Anne Archambault
John Alexander Kirk
Elias Frank Ramos §

MUSIC
Bachelor of Music
Hector Altamirano §
Emma Becker §§
Nicholas Daniel Dibley
Tavyn Dale Eifertsen
Charles Michael Gomez §§§
Ruby James Goshert
Jomei Keoni Greer §
Jon-Michael Iten §§
June V. Ivanetich §§§
Juan Miranda
Melody Rose Neal
Han G. Nguyen §§§
Lee Patrick
Kyle Lawrence Piet
Alexander Pletkin §
Hunter Richison §§§
Ryan Allmendinger Ristine §
Owen James Short
Paulina Vaclav
Sharlene Bernadette Manabat Whitaker §

**PHILOSOPHY**

Bachelor of Arts

Jennifer Alamilla Leon
Brooke Marie Bulf
Hayden Alyssa Calihan
Dennis Matthew Conley § ∆
Alicia Guadalupe Contreras
Jonathan J. Cutcher
Cody R. Dawson ∆
Katelyn K. Fernandez
Alyssa Cailee Hebert
Robert M. Kennedy Galindo ∆
Jose S. Lemus ∆
Julia Louise Lyon §
David Maldonado Jr
Alexia R. Margarit ∆
Taylor Martinbale ∆
Dylan Anthony Myers
Kristine Linh Pham
Catherine Ann Robinson ∆
Isamar Solorio Reyes
Ross Francis Thorsen §§ ∆
Yasmin Vargas Cabrera

Master of Arts

Suzanna Maria Avina Gonzalez
Laryssa Christine Baker
Clara Gonzalez Perez
Martha Alicia Montanez

**SPANISH**

Bachelor of Arts

Nicholas Abraham Alexander
Rebecca Amisadai Baena Jacinto § ∆
Marcela Burgess § ∆
Elisa Chavez Figueroa §§ ∆
Delfino Floriano Palomino ∆
Iyary Jaylen Fregoso §§§ ∆
Alejandro Gill
Maria Guadalupe Gonzalez
Sarahi Hernandez §§§
Mayana Solanne Jean Charles
Grace Lee §
Carmen Imekda Marroquin ∆
Lizette Montanez-Barrera
Lesley Ochoa
Luis Angel Pelcastre Ortiz
Daisy Sanchez Corrales
Kayla Sanchez
Janet Soriano
Brayan Guillermo Teodoro Leon
Mauricio Daniel Torres-Alvarez
Monserrat Villagomez Ruiz §§§ ∆

**THEATRE ARTS**

Bachelor of Arts

Kat Anderson
Raymonni Tamon Ball
Sabrina Melodie Blais §
Andrew Michael Burkhart § ∆
Olivia Carniglia
Paloma Raquel Felix-Esparza §
Jarrett Galante §§ §§ ∆
Craig Alan Gettman
Kathleen Marie Goff
Noah Nicholas Hewitt
Elizabeth Langley
Ally Nicolle Liberty §§ ∆
Tyson Allen Miller
Aissa Simbulan §§ ∆
Phi Hoang Tran
SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ECONOMICS
Carlos Alberto Rizo §
Jake C. Robinson
Edith Guadalupe Rodriguez
Nicole Madison Rodriguez §
Lucas Antonio Rodriguez Baquero
Roberto Rodriguez Cruz §
Jovana Guadalupe Rodriguez Valenzuela
Kate Alice Roldan Cervantes
Jacqueline Rolon
Antonio Romo
Aiden Michael Ross
Katelin Rossetti §
Zoey Renae Rua §§
Eleazar Salas Viniegra
Natalie Ariday Salcedo §
Dominic Joseph Salerno
Rashad Bassam Samarah
Susanne Sanders §§§
Yessica Santana Peralta
Amara Loren Santos
Armando Santos
Eduardo Miguel Santos Vicente
Maggie T. Schuh
Wyatt Patrick Schwartz
Jared Taylor Segal
Tyler Sensiba
Annalise L. Sephos
Benjamin Gallad Seto
Estefania Sevilla-Gomez
Taylor Sharkus
Lauren Ashley Shea
Besan K. Shokeh
Gabriel Santiago Silveira §
Baldev Singh
Diana Singh
Branden William Slate
Caleb Emery Slight
Shiya Nicholas Solodoff §
Eric Solorio Solorio §§§
Alberto Enrique Sorianio Flores
Dolores Sosa Alfaro
William Charles St. Martin §
Angela Stahl
Jack Stearns-Corbin
Justin J. Stefanski
Kory A. Stevenson
Christopher Kent Strouse
Bryan Suarez Alvarado §§
Tanner Robert-Alan Takahashi
Rizky Julian Thomas
Tyler Thompson
Johnna Jane Tomkins
Anahi Tovar Tellez
James Valencia §
Alex Jerome Van Steyn
Ljin K. Vano-Penaloza §
Mia Isabelle Vargas-Apalit
Sebastian Vazquez Ramirez
Jose Eduardo Velazquez
Monserrat Villagomez Ruiz §§§
Matthew Vu
Emily Elaine Walkup §§
Gavin Daniel Weitzenberg
Cassidy Michelle Wells
Noah James Wennes
Caleb Robert Wigington
James Dean Wilcox §
Jacob Hunter Williams
Marilyn E. Wilms §
Skylar P. Winter
Lily Larsen Woodring §§§
Bee Bee Yeap §§§
Maria Guadalupe Zamora
Reid Taylor Zolldan-Lam §
Susanna Zuniga-McGuire §

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Master of Business Administration

John Joseph Accardo
Jesus Manuel Aleman
Bradford Bogel
Julie Katherine Brown
Alexander Patrick Crossman
Morgan Dalton
Richard Michael Dempsey
Christopher Isaac Dodge
Kendra Ann Earley
Aslyn Charlene-Mettler Eells
Sarah M. Elliott
Venecia Veronica Flores-Avina
Yave Guzman Valdez
Mallika Kaur
Justin Kehoe
Anna Gabriela Lund
John A. Lynch
James Matwijekow
Crista Joyce Miller
Mariano Leslie Bernard Mota
Jason Moulton
Kendall Reann Newman
Eli Rama Nylund
Timmi Pavis
Jillian Hannah Petersen
Christopher Ben Price
Michael Prodoehl
Kiana Faydra Richardson
Michelle Stephanie Rivera Llovett
Sean D. Rohane
Syed Shahriar Sadman
Michelle Kazumi Sakazaki
Daniel Staskel
Varun Thakur
Jaeson Thieme
Jahshua N. Vella
Rebecca Wendt
Heloisa Young
Anthony Charles Zraly

ECONOMICS
Bachelor of Arts

William Keith Howell
Justin Keegan
Kendall M. Lamaestra
Jacob Sean Linares
Haley Luise Locke ∆
Camron Mercurio
David E. Minor
Daniel Xavier Monti § ∆
Jeronima Moreno
Bryce Christopher Paige
Mark Joesph Paley
Cristian Martin Pilling
Stacy Saal
Jonathan Sanchez-Ortiz
Matthew Schorr ∆
David Villanueva
Connor John Vlassis
Colton Williams § ∆
Anna C. Zoia-Buescher ∆
Reid Taylor Zolldan-Lam § ∆

Liliana Elise Asher
Siah Lekpelle Baakoi
Dara Shanelei Dado
Michael Louis Eugeni
Ruth Grassi
Joshua Caleb Guerrero-Allison
Jacob Soloman Hanna
Mark Anthony Hernandez
Evan Horoszko §§§ ∆
SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

COUNSELING
EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES
EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
LIBERAL STUDIES (EXTENDED EDUCATION)
LIBERAL STUDIES (UKIAH)
COUNSELING
Master of Arts
Zeynep Yaren Altan
Nova Madison Bonnett
Bethany Bullard
Alexandra Abigail Calderon
Erminio Carreno
Tate Camille Dobbins
Barbara Finely
Jesus A. Garcia-Valdez
Diego Geronimo Hardy
Kai Harper
Dory Herman
Jesse Hewit
Mary James
Anna Le
Olivia Alexandria Lewis
Natali Lopez
Victoria Lynn McBride
Flannery KQ Norton
Judith Adriana Panuco
Lauren Noelle Pisani
Melinda Drummond Ricioli
Stephanie Grace Roberts
Maria Rebecca Ruiz
Alma Sanchez
Gema G. Santiago Ramirez
Katie E Santos
Jessica Mackenzie Sapp
Ana Caren Talavera
Yuki Umeda

EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Alexia Fernanda Alvarez §§§
Elena Haya Arkes §§
Jessica Jazmin Ayala Gonzalez §
Emma P. Barragan
Jessica Bernabe §
Nadia Yasmine Bourche § Δ
Brooke Rose Bozzini §
Ashley Marlyn Calderon
Iris Blandina Calderon §§ Δ
Lyzette Campos Cisneros
Grace Anne Carlson §§
Romina Castro Cervera § Δ
Mitchell Patrick Caulfield
Raquel Dolores Chaidez
Jessica Marisol Chavez-Portillo §§
Lauren Jane Cooper
Katie Marie Corridan §§§ Δ
Yalid M. Cortes Galvan
Kiele Arlene Costello
Destinee Marie Costodie
Courtney Marie Cramer §
Yamile Dayira De La Pena
Yujia Dong
Shayla Janene Dunker §
Amanda Nicole Duprel
Thomas Duran
Isabella Rose Eberle
Elizairah Dahai Espinoza
Alina Lissette Esquivel
Patricia Marie Loumakis Evans §
Emelyn Waleska Figueroa Lara §§
Natalie Claire Fincher
Jocelyn Gaspar
Javier Gomez
Maricela Izabel Gonzalez
Kendall Cecilia Gottlieb
Jillian Rena Hayes
Tais Dariana Hernandez Valencia
Giselle Hernandez Valencia § Δ
Nicole Jones
Caitlyn Jones
Sarah N. Kamita
Amanda Khang §§§ Δ
Alyssa Michelle Lawrence §
Angelina Melissa Lopez
Joana Lugo Ramirez
Diana Marie Martin §§§ Δ
Laci Mac McConnell §§§
Bianca G. Mendoza
Carlee Michelle Miller §§
Victoria Ann Nix §§
Ruby Giselle Olivares §
Kathia Orellana Quijas
Elizabeth Orona
Brenna Particia Ayse Ozel §§
Nadia E. Quijano §§
Madison Elizabeth Redmond
Bailee Reed §§
Kimberly Reyes Alvarado §§§ ∆
Keyla Aisha Reyes Higareda
Mercedes Robles
Lizbeth Noemi Rodriguez
Mirella Andrea Romero
Coral Rouch
Vanessa Ruiz
Mariana Ruiz Madrigal
Madison Betsey Ruweler §§§ ∆
Olivia Camille Saenz §§
Madison Nicole Satran
Grace Lauren Shelley §§
Shelby Marie Silva § ∆
Natalie Elaine Silva
Cristal Saenz Solis §§
Holly Jane Urquhart
Greta Gwen Van Herpe
Vic Vaswani § ∆
Atziry Del Carmen Velazquez Orozco
Alexi Zoe Violet §
Gabriella Vultaggio
Amber Louise Waiters §§§
Megan Wescoat
Briana Shay Wilson
Jessica Jaide Yeong Hsin Wortman §§§ ∆
Helem Z. Vibra
Alyssa D. Zangara
Fernanda Zarco

EDUCATION
Master of Arts
Cameron Jon Barry
Andre Allen Beard
Krystel Danae Becerra Alfaro
Megan J. Braia
Sara M. Cole
Melissa Debret
Natalie M. Dye

Kathia Orellana Quijas
Monica Elaine Fisher
Kerry Lynn Freeman
Valeria Garcia Buenrostro
Ashley Haycock
Sarah Ellen Henrich
Abby Jane Holland
Azucena Marron
Erin Margaret Muller
Austin James Norris
Pamela Rivas
Talyha Romo
Tanya Soraya Ruys-Balk
Kayla Sanchez
James R. Sanders
Makayla R Smith ∆
Jill Carole St. Peter
Mengting Tian
Viviana Torres

EDUCATION
Teaching Credential
Noemi Acosta Flores
Shawn Ursula Adams
Lauren Cassidy Allen
Alyssa G. Amundson
Elizabeth Angelique Anguiano
Jayleen Evelyn Arredondo
Yamit Ashkenazy
Holly Sue Baker
Veronica Leticia Barboza Acevedo
Melinda L. Becker
Heather Rose Becker
Maya Bhaskaran
Jose Alejandro Blanco Martinez
Erin Colleen Boyle
Brianne J. Brawley
Diego Alonso Cabrera
Jessica Kathleen Cahill
Elena Campos Ruiz
Jennifer Crystal Cardenas Ordaz
Julianne Celli
Lucia Chavez-Goodman
Emily Carbajal Coad
Sarah Courtney Schalich
Nico Alexa Schwartz
Jennifer Meisel Schwartz
Vincent Sherrod
Maya Elaine Silber
Sierra Summer Smith
Camille Paige Snader
Maria Soto
Christopher Southard
Berkeley Teter
Melanie Eileen Threhane
Efthimios Trumble
Colette Ufholtz
Matthew Derek Valci
Marisela Vasquez Gudino
Matthew Volkar
Liv Genevieve Walker
Alliah Denise Watts
Michael Patrick Weldon
Ava J. White
Jillian Wilson
Emily Winslow
Trevor Ray Wofford
Shannon Lynn Xuereb
Adrian Alberto Zarco Gutierrez

**EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP**
Master of Arts
Rebecca Courtney Cronin
Laura L. Morgan
Sierra Marie Nagle
Sarah Courtney Schalich
Anna Maria Gallagher Young

**LIBERAL STUDIES (UKIAH)**
Bachelor of Arts
Cheri Gierra Allen §§§
Daniele Marie Barnes
Jessica Farfan
Sarah Kristine Garcia
Wendy Lopez-Martinez
Oscar Moreno Peredia
Mikayla Alexandra Paoli §
Damian Leon Pickron
Yarely Lopez Ruiz
Clarice Helena Sargenti §§
Brittany Nicole Sheets

**LIBERAL STUDIES (EXTENDED EDUCATION)**
Bachelor of Arts
 Eloise Natalie Brown
Jorge Cota § Δ
Johanna Ibarra §§
Sean Cary Peterson
Anabel Torres
SCHOOL OF

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

APPLIED STATISTICS
BI-DISCIPLINARY MATHEMATICS
BIOCHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
COMPUTER SCIENCE
EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
EARTH SCIENCE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
GEOLOGY
KINESIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
NURSING
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
PHYSICS
STATISTICS
BI-DISCIPLINARY MATHEMATICS  
Bachelor of Arts  
Vidal Vigil Diaz III  
Carlos Angel Valdez  

BIOCHEMISTRY  
Bachelor of Science  
Sarah Ahmadi  
Janessa Joy Anderson §  
Sabrina Melodie Blais § ∆  
Dianna Elizabeth Fregoso  
Brittney F. Glor §§  
Layla Amelia Gomes §  
Lily Helena Harmon § ∆  
Austin James Pierce §§  
Makai A. Steven §§ ∆  
Tammy Kim Tran  
John Sylh Vega ∆  
Tabatha D. Whitfield  

BIOLOGY  
Bachelor of Arts  
Amanda Lyn Avelino  
Rebecca Amisadai Baena Jacinto §  
Natalie Colette Baumbach  
Adelene Guadalupe Bautista  
Wilder Basil Conrad Black  
Jamison Brown  
Payton Renee Burger  
Monica Emily Calvert  
Estefanny Moncerrat Casas  
Audrey Isabella Castillo  
Wendy Guadalupe Ceja  
Joshua Dean Coereham  
Alicia Joanne Coffrini  
Cynthia Jane Crossen  
Rebecca J. Dreyer  
Belle Ehmantraut §§§ ∆  
Christopher Alexander Esquivel-Cheung  
Ian Foran  
Katelin Melissa Fox ∆  
Raul Iram Garcia Ramos  
Gyana Marie Gutierrez §§ ∆  

Luis Roberto Gutierrez  
Emma Kathleen Guzy §  
David Hannah  
Yareli Shirley Herrera Cuevas  
Alder Veda Rea Jakovac  
Daniela Colin Jurado §  
Tyler Michael King  
Kyler LaBarbera  
Maura Makenna Langan  
Douglas Emmanuel Martinez  
Mia Raine McDaniel  
Kaitlyn Beatrice Norman §§  
Morgan Marie Oyaga  
Julie Rachel Paskowitz §  
Marissah Starr Perez  
Samantha Reyes Espino  
Madison Leigh Rhinehart  
Minerva Renee Rivera  
Sanaya Kianna Roberts  
Dani Robinson  
America Gisela Rodriguez  
Kayla Nicole Nerec Salinas  
Daisy Sanchez Corrales  
Madison M. Sanders  
Zachary Christopher Schuetze  
Gina Schulman  
Ricardo D. Sevilla  
Sehajpreet Sran  
Ashley Elizabeth Thom  
Jesus Trancoso  
Morgan Kate Turner  
Leah Santos Vallespin  
Allie N. Vann §  
Alejandra Lorena Vasquez Martinez  
Sara L. Velazquez  
Xitlalic Vital  
Emma Kate Wood §  

BIOLOGY  
Bachelor of Science  
Jason Sameer Arellano  
Jordan Levi Blakeley-Gendreau  
Taylor R. Carey  
Guadalupe Carrasco
Giselle Cuevas Alvarez
Abigail Jane Culpepper
Collin Charles Day
Kaylee Christine Dillard
German Dionne
Justin Ferrari
Catalina Fierro
Nizhoni Sage Goldtooth
Ilse Rubi Hernandez Gopar §
Garrett Allen Johnson
Amber Marta Dete Kaljumägi
Bobbi A. Lance
Jacob Matthew Lapier
Matthew Joseph Lizarraga
George Lopez
Jolene A. Markarian
Mairead Moynihan
Edna Eunice Obaseki
Serena Phally Pen §§
Jessica Pluckrose
Logan Colt Poncia ∆
Sydney Joy Pontius ∆
Christian D. Quintero §§§ ∆
Cody Richard Ramsey
Sierra Lilly Rasmussen
Jasmine Olivia Richardson ∆
Tamlyn E. Schoch
Lillia Sells
Alyssa Stadie
Robin Thomas §
Clarissa Emily Tolson
Salma Evelyn Torres Lopez § ∆
Kalani Mikala Valencia-Chin
Christopher Villerot §§§
Shane Andre Vistalli-Alvarado §
Lanieta Sikivanua Vukiduadua
Shelby J. Hotz
Madison Rebecca Ingraham
Rebecca Elizabeth Kopel ∆
Christina Anne Leport
Eric Alexander Lynch
Jemery Adilene Morales ∆
Kiona Marie Parker ∆
Jorie Polainer
Gabriel Quintero Plancarte ∆
Elizabeth L. Sabo
Vinicius Ramiro Souza ∆
Maria Guadalupe Velázquez Muñoz ∆

CHEMISTRY
Bachelor of Arts
Makayla Bernadez §
Paulina Gonzalez §
David Jacob Streeter
Kendra Lyann Valencia

CHEMISTRY
Bachelor of Science
Karla Zugeiry Cortez
Deysi Magali Diaz Gramajo
Ira Esserman
Kaitlyn Grace Harold
Katelyn Hersam
Patricia Kashiwara
Austin James Meyer
Max Miller
Abhishek Abhinesh Prasad
Ryan Hunter Simmons
Trevor Kien Trussell
Maria de Lourdes Vargas Figueroa

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Bachelor of Science
Tairyn A. Addison
Pablo Barriga ∆
Christopher Bartha
Justin Jeffrey Blechel
Nathan Brin
Logan John Brinsmead
Kristen L. Coccianté §§§ ∆
Roy Cruz Conboy
Joseph William Bradley Coon
William Stockton Cooper
Brandon Allan Dale §§ ∆
Welinton Abiel De Leon
Erika Diaz Ramirez ∆
Phi Hoang Do
Lucien Frederic Duran-Luthi
Jacob M. Franco
Brennan Thomas Freeze
Daniel Galarza
Zachary Gassner
Anudari Gerelt-Od §
Bella Rue Gonzalez
Alec Grey ∆
Alex Marshall Hicks
Haley Brooke Joerger § ∆
Obinna Oji Kalu
Sean Edward Kozina
Darien McHugh Labbe § ∆
Brody Jaymes Lang
Adam Scott Lyday
Erik Michael Martin
Ethan Jay Martinez
Adam Jorge Mena
Andrew George Moir
Anthony Molinari
Hal Douglas Norman
Seth Daniel Nuzum
Kyle A. Pallo
Jake Mladen Potrebic ∆
Anthony Williams Rago
Nicolas Randazzo §
Soren Sevier Richenberg §
Diego Rivera ∆
Cebastian Santiago Hernandez
Logan David Santos
Michael Seutin
Gurinder Singh
Andrew Angel Tellez
Matthew Joseph Vitullo ∆
Evan Stephen Walters §
Marc Bairos Wegrzynowski
Kathy Tze Ying Yuen ∆
Hanpei Zhang

**EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES**
Bachelor of Science
Hailey Rose Elson

**EARTH SCIENCE**
Bachelor of Science
Ryan Donald Kowarsch
Anna V. Moseeva §
Matthew Scott Zollinger

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**
Bachelor of Science
Oscar Avendano ∆
Jeff Camilletti
Geme Corrales Arreguin
Django Elias Demetri §§§
Gabriel M. Esquibel
Joshua O. Farrell §
Evan M. Garcia Trejo
Trent Enrique Glaze
Brian Gomez
Xavier Joseph Korcz
Garmen Lin
Daniel Lopez
Flor Maria Luna ∆
Juan Menendez
Pablo Gerardo Orozco
Robert T. Owen
Jonathan Perez Zuniga
Daniel Robert Rebich ∆
Jorge Vladimir Romero ∆
Christian Jose Sanchez
Zachary Soto
Giancarlo Succi ∆
Ceara Sullivan ∆
Manuel Vazquez, Jr
Alexandria Newkirk Walker ∆
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Master of Science
Austin Stefan Escalante △
Daniel Omar Gil △
Gordon Bryce Jensen
John C. LaBarge
Washaka Mahdi
Sokiyna Jaber Mohammad Naser
Abhijith Nidanakavi
Het Jayeshbhai Patel
Joel Rechin
Jorge Alberto Solorio △
Christopher Paige Zehner Watkins △
Blake Gordon Zuniga

GEOLOGY
Bachelor of Science
Christine Sarah Anderson §§
Kelsey Ann Dowdall § △
Sara Hawthorne §§§ △
Brendon Markus △
Meghan Allison Pieratt

KINESIOLOGY
Bachelor of Science
Karina Esther Alvarado
Samantha Anderson §
Melissa Antonia Aragon Matias
Dayna Michell Arias
Alexandra Marie Aviles §
Kyra T. Azurin §§
Michelle Ashley Balderas
Isabelle Ann-Marie Berkoben §
Riley T. Beyma §
Justin Ross Burrill §§§
Jessica Ann Byrum
Sophia Mary Callas
Eugene Garrett Campedel IV §§§ △
Brandon Max Carrillo
Jairo Carrillo §§
Kiana Macayla Castro
Brooke Elisabeth Chandler
Audrianna Marie Chappell
Andrew Jackson Christman
Emily Ann Coons §§
Dylan Ally Copeland
Zachary A. Cox
Jasmine Crumrine §§§
Ember Gianna D’Agosta
Amerika Yucet De Los Santos §
Alyssandra Elyse Tiamzon DeContreaus
Daniela Delgadillo Escalante
Arianna Dana Denson
Johnnie K Dodge §
Emmeline Dunaway §
Ellen Freeman §
Leslie Gaona-Castaneda §
Claudel Peter Hernandez Garcia
Justin Kamaka Garcia
Maya Daniela Garcia
Hasan A. Ghadiri
Ethan G. Glassman
Darren Joseph Goldenson §
Ibai Guadrón §
Briana Alexis Guzman §
Leilani M. Hallman §
Alexander Jude Handy
Nicole L. Hansen
Mohammed Ehab Hawwash
Jason Thomas Herman
Giselle Yaneli Hernandez §
Celine Juliana Hogan § △
Dillon Iyawe
Elise Linette Jacobson §§
Zachary William Henry Johnson
Roxanne E. Kavanaugh
Cleo Kennedy §
Shane Frances F Labrador
Nancy Lizeth Lara
Sydney Lauren Lawler §
Sierra Elizabeth Aguilera Lawson
Mia E. Logan
Emma J. Lopez §
Consuelo Elena Maldonado
Benjamin David Martin
Christopher Alonso Martinez
Julisha Martinez §
Serenity Skye Kioko Masuno §§
Jenna Matheson §
Allison Faye McDonald §
Devon McGee
Carter Michnevich §§
Dominic Viano Moore
Samantha Izabella Muniz ∆
Nicole Marie Musallam
Thanh Ngo ∆
Mia Rose Nitti §§
Maria Luisa Nunez Leon
Mia Christina Oggrenfuss §§§
Arturo Oscar Ortiz §
Jordan Pimstone
Antonio De Jesus Prieto Hurtado
Lizeth Pureco §
Malena Quijas §
Sofía M. Quinton
Emma Nicole Reimer
Paden William Riley
Dion Andre Roddey II
Alexis Catherine Rodrigues §§
Rachel Maria Rodrigues
Cristina Azucena Rodriguez
Cinthya Romano
Allison Kathleen Roque
Dolores Salazar §§
Valentin Sanchez
Olivia Grace Scatena §
Lydia Yen Tejeda
Shardinei Victoria Christina Traballo
Jennifer Marie Trephan §
Christiana Turner
Yesenia Verduzzo Castrejon
Ruby Yu Xian Yost §§
Kermena Yousif ∆
Kristina Lynn Zawadzki §§§

MATHEMATICS
Bachelor of Arts
Jose Humberto Arias Ramirez
Gabriela Leon Cerriteno
Sebastian Ivan Cisternas

Jared R. Field
Dakota Jay Francis § ∆
Misty Gill-Moore § ∆
Pedro Adan Gutierrez Vences
Audrey E. Hicks
Nicholas Kellebrew ∆
Mason Macgregor Golden ∆
Yahaira Martinez Chavez
Jonathan Perez Zuniga
Matthew R. Pitchford
Spencer Russel Scott
Berkeley Bell Teter

MATHEMATICS
Bachelor of Science
Samuel Bisbee ∆
Parker Hayward Eng Chin
Jared R. Field
Misty Gill-Moore § ∆
Marcus Darnell Harris
Alec Thomas Haynes
Nicholas Kellebrew ∆
Skylar Birch Linnane §
Peter Anthony Newson
Amanda Stablein §

NURSING
Bachelor of Science
Deborah Alan
Alejandra Alcaraz
Armained Andaya
Maria Berzak
Alexandra Bolt
Julia Carmen Brutsch §§
Lauren Nicole Constantine §
Aliyah Nancy Crawford §§
Kathryn Alyss De Herrera §
Greta Marie Fast §
Taylor Raye Frickman § ∆
Lorelei Kathleen Friedman
Avery Elizabeth Funk §
Brenda Garfias-Barragan
Rachael Victoria Heim
Grecia Herrera-Ortiz
Anh Hoang
Charisma Jaide Holman §§
Zephyr Horowitz-Johnson
Heather Marie Hukill ∆
Ulices Hurtado
Maria Lizet Jaimes Navarro §
Simranjeet Kaur
Jacob David-Pacheco Kennedy
Gina Knudsen
Paul Marx Atrejenio Lomuntad
Monica Louise Long
Grecia Lopez Perez ∆
Jade Sakura Lutz §
Jasmine Martinez
Serenity Skye Kioko Masuno §§
Kirsten R. Mckenzie
Astrid Farina Mercado Brizuela
Mallary Justine Moore
Doreen Karungi Mukama
Karina Nieto §
Karen Minerva Ochoa
Claudia Pilar Ossa
Chloe Alexandra Pearce
Vanessa Perez
Teresa Elizabeth Petuya §
Elizabeth Rose Phegan §§
Megan L. Rekalske
Danielle N. Reyes
Douglas Rhoads
Orlando Rios
Maria Andrea Rojas-Luna
Anarosa Rosas Hernandez §
Alexa Ames Rosemurgy
Kendra Rosenthal
Kassandra Marie Shores §§§
Samantha Smith §§
Robin Spriggs §§
Sara Stoxen
Natalie Claire Sears Sullivan
Gisel Valencia ∆
Julie M. Vickers §§§
Lorena Vigil

Alexis White
Amanda Wright §§
Gabriel Antonio Zazueta §

NURSING
Master of Science
Ellen Griffin Barbieri
Jessica Leigh Benedict
Barrett Suzanne Bouchard-Hall
Brittany Marie Bradshaw
Dawn Michelle Bryan
Alana Caffrey
Tatung Chu
Shannon Marie Clanton
Hailey E. D’Atri
Michelle Eastman-Smith ∆
Justine Naomilani Gamble
Asha George
Lauren Ghawi
Yvonne Marie Arline Hefner
Allison Horsley
Augustina Teresa Jancic
Violet Kigoonya
Rachel Marie Langstaff
Bethany Lewis
Daniel Licon
Kristen Michaela Manning
Anastasiya Matsuka
Jade Nicole McElroy
Arcelia Ponce
Cavan Andrew Quam ∆
Dominica Roberts
Barrett Ross
Andrea Sanchez
DeAnna Rebecca Santana
Cyrus Sedagatnia
Kelly Elizabeth Shouse
David Wesley Skillin
Mallory Lynne Stricker
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Bachelor of Arts
Samantha Alanis
Allison E. Mosher §
Corinna Christine Ramsey
Amanda Savage §

PHYSICS
Bachelor of Arts
Alejandra Iliana Rivera
Emily Ann Uhrich
Kevin Vasquez

PHYSICS
Bachelor of Science
Erazmus Bish
Juan Jose Garcia Vega
Bradley Jones
Onasis Mora

STATISTICS
Bachelor of Science
Samuel Bisbee ∆
Arthur Jones §
Brandon Derrek Keck
Stella Kent §§ ∆
Juan Cruz Maggi
Christine Pagaduan
Matthew Barrett Recker
Pierce Kenneth Rexford
SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL SCIENCES

ANTHROPOLOGY
CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES
CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, GEOGRAPHY, AND PLANNING
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, GEOGRAPHY, AND MANAGEMENT
GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENT
GLOBAL STUDIES
HISTORY
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
ANTHROPOLOGY
Bachelor of Arts
Sandra Ayala Soto
Cole Brandt
Sarah Campbell §§
Rees Benjamin Cleaveland
Nicol Elizabeth Gonzalez
Richard William Hamilton §
Lucy Elizabeth Lauck
Nicole Marie Marcucci
Jeremy David Medrano §
Tristan Ryan Niles § ∆
Shaelyn Marie Reyes
Lily Thue Roberts
Natalie Marie Severs §
Tori Suter § ∆
Jakob Tedrick §
Blake Anthony Vollmer

CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Monserrat Avalos-Bernabe
Marcella Banuelos
Tia Michelle Ann Booker
Gabriel A. Castro
Erica Castro Mendoza §
Molly Elizabeth Crayne Gardner
Erica Karen Crume
Andres J. Cruz §§
Ana Martine DaCruz §
Ryan James Damato §
Gladys Alejandra Davila
Charleen Delos Reyes
Hannah Dennis §§§ ∆
Ashley Marie Escobar-Macias
Edgar Farias
Chloe L. Fernandez §§ ∆
Tyrone S. Fernando
Vincent A. Fong
Cristal Barbara Garcia
Alyssa Gardea §
Giovanni Gaytan
Andrea Anahi Gomez Oseguera
Wendy Isamar Gramajo
Angie Hager
Quinn Garrek Hawkins §
Maddison Nicole Hegardt
Andrea Hernandez Castillo
Helen Jimenez
Candace Jennifer Karren §§ ∆
Leanna Khamvongsa
Kristen Le §§
Sirena Elizabeth Licea § ∆
Brandon Livingston
Paola Martinez
Lisbeth M. Martinez
Juliana Martinez-Beltrano
Wendy Martinez-Martinez
Ryan James Matoso
Mia Raine McDaniel
Anyelin Mejia Mendieta
Aliyana Gabrielle Montevirgen
Sierra Ashlee Moore
Thomas R. Morse §§
Alondra Kramer Nunez
Jacquelyn Nuñez §
Katelyn Michelle Ormsby §
Fiona Orshan ∆
Dulce Ortiz Ortiz §§
Ann Jeannette Pleitez § ∆
Jennifer Ramirez Zamora
Jennifer Rangel
Luis E. Robles Cabrera
Liliana Leah Rosen
Jodecie Sanchez
Peter Smead §
Jonathan Peter Swift
Carly Frances Tanowitz
Nicholas Anthony Tejada §§§ ∆
Luke Brian Wallace §
Bryan Ward §
Estefania Carolina Zaragoza Ceja
CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Master of Arts
Elise LJ Blindauer
Cassandra Durden
Nikoletta Dimitrios Karapanos
Taylor Morgan Love
Christopher Richards Peske
Lindsey Marie Willoughby

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, GEOGRAPHY, AND PLANNING
Bachelor of Arts
Patrick Band
Bianca Miyo Barajas
Jeremiah Christian Bazan
Jesse Alexander Block §§§
Melanie Corynn Burke
Dominik Itzel Cano Hurtado §
Cole A. Carignan
James Xavier Cutino
William H. Doran
Aubree Nicole Ellison
Athena Ann Everson §§§
Mikaela Lea Haines
Abram Giovanni Huerta Diaz § ∆
Katryna Rose Johnson
Lindsey Ladd
Donovan Curtis Loughrey
Stephany Beatriz Orellana
Devon Pennington
Lily Thue Roberts ∆
Lyla Skovgaard
Elizabeth Solorzano §
Senay Christine Taskin §§
Nickol M. VanHerp
Taylor Graham Vorreiter
Ashlee Maya Wells §§§

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, GEOGRAPHY, AND MANAGEMENT
Bachelor of Science
Sofia Marie Brosnan
Emily Kaye Dewing
Julie Anne Edwards
Hailey Rose Elson
Roxanne Cerise Maxine Foltz
Natalie Garcia
Emily Marilyn Gomez
Celine Guenther §
Ritesh Gulati
Lucas Rimbach Hayes §§
Matthew William Lana
Annette Bee Lee §
Anna Grace Smith Lichterman §§§
Claudia Mae Mayo
Lemuel Kulani Moi III
Gabriel Kaj Munck
Claudia P Muralles ∆
Bryan Eugene Peeso
Alisa Anne Rossetti §§
Devon Vincent Surber § ∆
Isabella Wotring §§§
Suveney Xiong

GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENT
Bachelor of Arts
Cody Darling
David Hallford
Mayce Star Newcomb

GLOBAL STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Jossen Ever Quinonez-Gutierrez
Malena Jerez Villasenor
Melia Zimmerman §§

HISTORY
Bachelor of Arts
Brady Billups
Ariana Bruenner-Perera §§ ∆
Shelby L. Carr
Hailey Rose Carter ∆
Connor William Caivaliere
Caitlin Marie Chaney
Joshua Chavez
Bryan Christopher Dinno § ∆
Thomas Stephen Gifford
Seth Brian Gillaspy
Anthony David Guardino §§ ∆
Eeric Jermaine Hall Jr
Wesley Kenneth Hamilton §
Alma Rosa Hernandez
Evan Walsh Herndon
Zachary Michael Keller
Logan Kohne
Kyle J. Larson §
Chancelor Reece Lujan-Garber
Emily Noel Martinsen
Matthew Hunter Montoya §
Disney Moreno
Johnny Ochoa
Juan Martin Ortega Samano
Aden Paul Ostash §
Kristyn Ostlund §
Elysha Lee Ozanian
Megan R. Petersen
Jeffrey S. Rawlinson
Alejandro Javier Rios
Jenae Robinson
Kathryn B. Rodriguez ∆
Cole Declan Rubert §
Jacob Timothy Smith
Julie Ann Smith §§ ∆
Cooper James Stark
Jayden Bert Uhl §§ ∆
Zachary T. Vaccarezza
Athena L. Weathers
Zachary Taylor Woolard

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Bachelor of Arts
Perla Acuna De Avila §
Sotha Junior Am
Betsy Carrillo ∆
Darren Chan
Samantha Jean-Baron Chojnacki
Brianna Diebert
Jenna Allison Dyer
Brandi Dominique Ely §§
Jeff M. Faber
Alexis Suzanne Gaffney §§
Ivana Guadalupe Hernandez Leon
Charlotte Bei Jio §
Reagan Shea Jorgensen §
Jennifer Juarez Hernandez §
Raquel Maria Morris §§ ∆
Cassidy Jane Newens
Bryan Alejandro Nunez
Aimee Perez
Amy K. Roth §
Sommer E. Saldivar
Amairany Sanchez Gomez §
Hannah Dora Taylor
Maria Jose Torres Pacheco §

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration
Yanet Gonzalez
Thai Christopher Hilton
Kitrine Broquet James
Mandy Kellogg
Elena Vladimirovna Kudryavtseva
Nadine Magallanes
Iris Olvera
Sergio Toscano
Emma L. Tynan
Caitlin Emily Young Hermosillo

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Bachelor of Arts
Xavier Adair Lancelot Berthon
Melany Billings ∆
Nathaniel Cordel Black
Jesse Jefferson Boyd §§ Δ
Jasmine Ramirez Cardenas
Amanda Donaji Cruz Mendoza
Lucien Frederic Duran-Luthi
Ivan Espinoza
Melainey Jane Elizabeth Foerster
Dylan Burke Gomez
Rosa Maria Gomez
Leela Haria §§§ Δ
Karen M. Hernandez §
Leslie A. Janik
Hannah Elizabeth King
Jamie Livingston
Lindsey Brianne Lopeman §
Ana Lugo
Ryan Ara Mathews
Isabella Ann Louise Minnie §
Emily Montiel Peregrina
Nicholas Patrick Nolan
Dominic J. Pangrazi
Curtin Priestley §
Catherine Ann Robinson
Carlos Rodriguez Ortiz
Michaela Simone Rose
Chanel Elise Ruiz
Maria Guadalupe Sosa-Ramos
Janessa Alina Torres
Kathleen T. Vandenberg §

PSYCHOLOGY
Bachelor of Arts
Solvin Adams
Andrea Aguado Garcia §
Andrew Alfaro
Karina Esther Alvarado
Raina Lindsay Anderson §§
Joana Adamaris Adamaris Angel Rincon
Iva Ansbro §
Justine Q. Arnberg
Brett Thomas Atchison §§§
Stephanie Avellaneda
Cesar R. Ayala
Heidi Bachman
Haley Lynn Barger
Madeleine M Bastable
Silva Rose Bedrossian
Michelle Marie Bell
Benjamin Berg
Jessica Lynn Bergler §§
Destiny Madison Bittner
Matthew John Bivens-Sommerville §
Tyler Matthew Bluemel
MaryAnn Elizabeth Bueno §§
Alexandria Suzette Caddell §
Roberto Eliseo Campos
Akela Savannah Cannon
Isabella Anne Carrazco
Bryan Carreto §
Isabel Mary Caselli §§§
Hana Sierra Casita
Haylee Elizabeth Cashmer
Riley Cassity
Crecencia Guadalupe Castillo
Daniela Asire Cervantes Garcia
Courtney D. Cervellin §§
Rich Chen §
Angelica Marie Chesley
Haley Chrisko §§§
Allison Clark
Megan Alessandra Clementi
Jasmynn Eve Collier-Lozano
Grayson Colp
Emilia Estefany Conrado Canul
Jasmine Crumrine §§§
Joycee Manalo Cruz
Judy Cubides §§§
Shaemus Riot Thomas Cullen
Jenicca Faye Cuyos
Edward Daly
Faith Daniels
Jordan David §§
Alexa Monae Davis
Hunter Steven Davis §§
Kenneth DeCelle
Holden E. Domecus §
Sergio Dominguez Valadecz §
Judith Yolanda Dominguez Vasconcelos §§
Cheyenne Lenae McConnell
Kitara Korissa McCray
Livinia Mae McKibben §§
Elizabeth Maureen McManus
Murielle Ainsley Meacham §
Halle Rose Medina
Haley Michelle Meitner
Emily Mico §§§
Sophia Grace Michaels
Sophia T. Micheletti §§
Benjamin Minkoff §§
Alma Monge
Genesis Darlene Montejo
Zoe Nicole Moor
Sonya Brenda Moran
Catalina G. Morin
Mia Claire Mullen §
Benjamin Q. Murray §
Tyler Dean Nelson §
Nadine Hannah Nisse
Nicholas Derderian Nosal §
Melanie Nunez
Kyla Patricia O'Loughlin Camp §
Megan Mozelle Olson §§
Alejandra Olvera
Luciana Orejon Aguilera §
Katelyn Michelle Ormsby §
Cynthia E Orozco
Margaret O Pavey §§
Matthew Joseph Perez
Brendan James Perkins
Madison Petersen
Aleen Verkine Phelps §§§
Alissa Jo Antrim Phelps §
Janis E. Phillips §
Ashley Nicole Place
Eliana Rachana Baron Proctor §§
Vanessa Dolores Quintero
Tanya Ramirez §
Alexa Rayas §§
Alexander Achen Reed
Charlene Regalia
Sarah Elizabeth Richards §
Kora Robinson §§§
Miguel Rodriguez
Siobhan Rodriguez
Fabian Romo Macias
Michelle Leann Rosas
Hailey Jolene Ryan §
Giselle Saenz
Lindsey Marie Salmas
Flor Milagros Salto
Yunuen Sanchez Giron §
Samantha Angela Sandoval
Nayeli Estrella Santiago Amavisca §
Thamara Guimaraes Santos §
Maya Josephine Sarinana §
Taara Nandini Savel
Natalie Anne Scalione
Riley Nicolas Schmuhl §
Gwendolynn J. Schwartz
Mary E. Shappell King §
Adielle Rachel Sharvit §§§
Race Luzviminda Simmons §
Justin Michael Smith §§§
Makayla R. Smith §§§
Valeriya Sokolovska §
Maria Fernanda Solis Vazquez
Arlaec Solorzano
Marco Antonio Soriano §§
Alex Didier Sosa Manrique
Martha Stone
Marissa Jordan Strain
Sarah L. Stypa §§
Ella Sutter §
Lauren E. Swain §§§
Nia Seven Imani Tate §
Reinier ter Riet
Hannah L. Tibbetts §§
Jayson Rei-Sheng Tong
Jesus Natali Torres §
Phi Hoang Tran
Bohanna Renee Tucker
William Forrest Turner §§
Arianna N. Valenzuela
Hannah Jade Valenzuela
Kaila Dee Vasconez
Hannah T. Velarde §
Michele Lynn Velasquez
Grace Isabel Victor §
Hannah Vore
Chloe Helen Wade §
Emma Nycole Wagoner
Maxwell Weinstein §§
Ryan Kenneth Werner
Barbara Dee White §§§
Robert Neil Wiles
Vanessa Grace Wolf §§
Rachel L. Wolfson
Nicholas Kang-Di Wong
Ariana Yabrow
Giselle Ypeisz-Fontanelli
Dena Marie Zych

SOCILOGY
Bachelor of Arts

Cristol Altamirano Gopar
Christina M. Alvarado
Ricardo Arenas
Valdemar Alejandro Arreola
Ezra Sebastian Jude Baldwin
Daisy Nereyda Bravo Lagunas
Sarah Alexandra Brown
Ashleigh Jordan Carrillo §§
Marcello Antonio Cattaneo
Sara Rose Corkran §§§ Δ
Anabella Jean Crosetti
Jason Daniel DiVerde
Lindsey A. Engelbracht
Jose Enriquez
Andrea Espitia § Δ
Maya Falls
Ashley Nicole Garcia
Adrianne Guevara
Anahi Guzman Marquez
Erica E. Halyard
Nadia Hernandez Arteaga §§
Katherine Marie Hilario
Kenyana Raenell Hughes Δ
Jeremiah Hunter-Gamero
Jordan Jimenez
Julia Christine Kulper
Lisa Hanh Lam §
Ismael Alejandro Lopez §§ Δ
Jennifer Lopez
Megan Andrea Lucas
Ricardo Alexis Madrigal
Yamayra Kasandra Martinez Hernandez
Alejandra Martinez-Alonzo
Russell McDaniel § Δ
Jocelyn Renee McMillan
Neida Mejia-Jimenez §§ Δ
Stacey Navarro-Vazquez
Kendra Neese
Zakayya Nichols
Sandra Olmos-Martinez § Δ
Estefany Yaricxel Onofre Abrego Δ
Christopher George Orsi
Karel Ortiz-Lopez Δ
Emily Guadalupe Paquini
Guadalupe J. Perez Contreras
Isabel Maria Ponce §
Tanesha LeonaJo Porter
Athena Simone Pruett
Isaac Ramirez
Angelica Ramon Zurita
Natalie Reyes Δ
Jessica Reyes
Erick Jovany Reyes Villa
David Randall Rodriguez-Mellin
Katherine Belinda Rojas
Adilenne Isabel Rosas
Jessicah Ross §
Kayla M. Ruiz
Dafne Maria Sanchez
Karla Mercedes Santos Δ
Brian Seibel Δ
Mikhaila Terese Silva
Ash Tate Smith §§§ Δ
Guadalupe Jazmin Solorio Hernandez
Maria Jesus Tah Pech
Arele Tapia Vazquez
Nicholas Anthony Tejada §§§ Δ
William Forrest Turner §§ Δ
David Valencia Robledo Jr
Katheren Juliana Vargas-Espino
Ashlynn Janea Wells
Nadine Araceli Zuñiga

**WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES**
Bachelor of Arts

Michelle Carmona-Rodriguez Δ
Fallon M. Ferguson
Erin Leigh Flynn
Isabelle Soleil Galvan
Maya Miller Graham §§
Rebecca Lynn Hayes §
Emma Victoria Kilgore
Allison Louise Murphy
Austin Richard Nedved
Edna Eunice Obaseki Δ
Taneesha LeonJo Porter
Estefania Yamilet Rodriguez
Tammy Lynn Rompelman
Beck Ann Rose §§§
Amairany Sanchez Gomez §
Kristin Lawson Tolchinsky §§
Kathleen T. Vandenberg §
Teyolia Malia Velasquez

**INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES**
Master of Arts

Chandler E. Holliday
Sonoma State University
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Diego Arambula
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Jack B. Clarke, Jr., Vice Chair
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Leslie Gilbert-Lurie
Lillian Kimbell
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Jonathan Molina Mancio
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Lateefah Simon
Christopher Steinhauser
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FACULTY

TENURE/TENURE-TRACK

Emily Acosta Lewis, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Krista Altaker, Ph.D., San Francisco State University
Puspa Amri, Ph.D., Claremont University
Owen Anfinson, Ph.D., University of Calgary
Sandra M. Ayala, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside
Chiara D. Bacigalupa, Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Zeke Baker, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Gina Baleria, Ph.D., San Francisco State University
Jenny E. Bent, D.M.A., University of Illinois, Urbana Campus
Lisa Bentley Ph.D., Texas Tech University
Cecile Bhang Ph.D., Loyola University Chicago
Anthony Bish, M.F.A., Temple University
Stephen Bittner, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Cynthia Boaz, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Alexis Boutin, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Florence G. Bouvet, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
N. Samuel Brannen II, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Glenn Brassington, Ph.D., University of Missouri-Columbia
Brantley L. Bryant, Ph.D., Columbia University
Buckley, Maureen, Ph.D., Boston College
Elizabeth Ann Burch, Ph.D., Michigan State University
Megan Burke, Ph.D., University of Oregon
Bryan Burton, Ph.D., University of California, Irvine
Martha Byrne, Ph.D., University of New Mexico
Marco Calavita, Ph.D., New York University
Christine Cali, M.F.A., Hollis College
Angelo Camillo, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University
Richard M. Campbell, Jr., Ph.D., University of Oregon
Susan Campbell, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Fawn Canady, Ph.D., University of Nevada
Sergio Canavati De La Torre, Ph.D., University of Missouri, Kansas City
Orlando Carreon, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
RhiannaCASESAr., Ph.D., San Diego State University
Letha Ch’ien, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Kathryn Chang, Ph.D., University of Toledo
Young Min Chun, Ph.D., University of Idaho
Emily Clark, Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Matthew L. Clark, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Michael F. Cohen, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Samuel Cohen, Ph.D., University of Toronto, Canada
Andy Collinsworth, D.M.A., Arizona State University
Lynn R. Cominsky, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sena Clara Creston, M.F.A., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Daniel E. Crocker, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Cruz
Steven Cuellar, Ph.D., Texas A&M University
Kristen Daley, M.F.A., University of Washington
Naga Lakshmi Damaraju, Ph.D., Ohio University
James J. Dean, Ph.D., State University of New York, Albany
Kyla Doughty, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Marie Ramirez Downing, M.F.A., DePaul University
Elizabeth Ducy, Ph.D., Texas A&M University
Stephanie Dyer, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Kirsten Ely, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Stephen Estes, Jr., Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Kelly M. Estrada, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Robert Eyler, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Michael Ezra, Ph.D., University of Kansas
Kevin Fang, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Farid Farahmand, Ph.D., University of Texas at Dallas
Steven C. Farmer, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Richard Fidler, Ph.D., University of California, San Francisco
Allison Ford, Ph.D., University of Oregon
Benjamin J. Ford, Ph.D., University of Oregon
Kaija Freborg, DNSC., Augsburg College
Benjamin Frymer, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Jon Fukuto, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Rodrigo Gaitan, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside
Melissa C. Garvin, Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Ajay Gehlawat, Ph.D., City University of New York
Nicholas R. Geist, Ph.D., Oregon State University
Gurman Gill, Ph.D., McGill University, Canada
Willie Gin, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
Derek J. Girman, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Joshua Glasgow, Ph.D., University of Memphis
Anne E. Goldman, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Michelle Goman, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Mary E. Gomes, Ph.D., Stanford University
Mark Gondree, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Diana R. Grant, Ph.D., University of California, Irvine
Michaela M. Grobbel, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Nathan Haenlein, M.F.A., University of Iowa
Mary H. Halavais, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
Merlin Hanauer, Ph.D., Georgia State University
José Hernández Ayala, Ph.D., University of Florida
Susan K. Herring, Ph.D., Claremont Graduate University
Janet Hess, Ph.D., Harvard University
Kim Hester-Williams, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
Adam L. Hill, Ph.D., Kent State University
David M. Horowitz, Ph.D., Florida State University
Scott Horstein, M.F.A., University of California, San Diego
Aidong Hu, Ph.D., University of Houston
Lisa Hua, Ph.D., Tulane University
Brent Hughes, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Karin Enstam Jaffe, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Matthew J. James, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Jinglin Jiang, Ph.D., Rutgers University, New Brunswick
Jennifer Johnson, Ph.D., Columbia University
Patrick Johnson, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Michelle E. Jolly, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
InHaeng Jung, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University
Alexander Kahn, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Izabela Kanaana, Ph.D., Michigan Technological University
Stefan Kiesbye, M.F.A., University of Michigan
Chong-Uk Kim, Ph.D., University of Michigan
Patricia Kim, Ph.D., University of Michigan
Amy M. Kittelstrom, Ph.D., Boston University
Ali A. Kooshesh, Ph.D., University of New Mexico
Laura Krier, M.S., Simmons College
John Kunat, Ph.D., University of Virginia
Aja LaDuke, Ph.D., University of Connecticut
Brigitte Lahme, Ph.D., Colorado State University
Paula Lane, Ph.D., Michigan State University
Rheyna M. Laney, Ph.D., Clark University
Monica Lares, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Cruz
Justine Law, Ph.D., Ohio University
Katherine Lee, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Kyuho Lee, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Douglas Leibinger, D.M.A., University of Miami
Thomas Limbert, Ph.D., Duke University
Joseph Lin, Ph.D., University of California, San Francisco
Ronald Lopez, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Edward Lyon, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Cruz
Silvio Machado, Ph.D., Saybrook Institute
Jennifer Mahdavi, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside
Daniel Melero Malpica, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Andres Martinez, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Laurel M. McCabe, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
David S. McCuan, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside
Eric A. McGuin, Ph.D., City University of New York
Robert E. McNamara, Ph.D., University of Geneva, Switzerland
Lena McQuade, Ph.D., University of New Mexico
James Mestaz, Ph.D., University of Illinois
Kim Mieder, Ph.D., University of South Florida
Alexandra Miller, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Scott L. Miller, Ph.D., Ohio State University
Melinda Milligan, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Marissa Mnich, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Matthew Mookerjee, Ph.D., University of Rochester
Lauren Morimoto, Ph.D., Ohio University
Jeremy Morris, Ph.D., Colorado State University
Lynne Morrow, D.M.A., Indiana University Bloomington
Lisel Murdock-Perriera, Ph.D., Stanford University
Ayumi Nagase, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Rachel Napoli, D.N.P., Fresno State University
Bogdan Negru, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Elaine T. Newman, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Kevin Nguyen, Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin
Teresa Nguyen, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Hua Ni, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Kathleen M. Noonan, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Anne-Marie O’Brien, Ph.D, Arizona State University
Suzanne O’Keeffe, D.Ed., Northern Arizona University
Omayra Ortega, Ph.D., University of Iowa
Wendy Ostroff, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute
John Palmer, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Matthew Paolucci, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University
Nadiya Parekh, Ph.D., National Institute of Technology
S. Gillian Parker, Ph.D., Indiana University Bloomington
Debora Paterniti, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Mark J. Perri, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Sean Place, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Rita Premo, M.S., University of Tennessee
Ayesha Rabadi-Raol, Ed. D., Columbia University
Nathan E. Rank, Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Sarah Rapp, Ph. D, University of California, Santa Cruz
Balasubramanian Ravikumar, Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Emily Ray, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Napoleon C. Reyes, Ph.D., Sam Houston State University
Suzanne Rivoire, Ph.D., Stanford University
Jennifer Roberson, Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Hilda Romero, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Don Romesburg, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Jordan Rose, D.N.P., Fresno State University
Yoontoong Ryuh, Ph.D., Mississippi State University
Congratulations GRADUATES!

Class of 2024, your SSU story is not finished!

Stay connected with your Sonoma State University Alumni Association.